This month LifeMap has a bit of a different format - with three
pieces of news I hope you find interesting.
1. My new book Don't Wear Flip-Flops to Your Interview: And
Other Obvious Tips That You Should Be Following to Get the
Job You Want (Career Press) has just been published.
For 30 years I've been asking thousands of successful job
hunters a few basic but important questions:
- "What do you wish somebody told you back when you
started your job search?"
- "What (obvious or not-so-obvious) job hunting mistake will
you never make again?
- "What job hunting tip, secret, or technique would you stress
to your very best friend?"
You'll find these hard-won lessons from the personal
experiences of thousands of professionals who have
succeeded in the job changing game and more in Don't Wear
Flip-Flops to Your Interview. I've packed it with strategies
and techniques that are practical, market-proven, and easy to
use. It is not necessary for you to struggle to rediscover and
reinvent the job hunting process. There is knowledge, there is
motivation and there is wisdom that will help you avoid the
blunders and build on the breakthroughs of those in whose
footsteps you follow. My goal is for you to:
* Overcome the "deadly dozen" roadblocks that trip up the
even the most-seasoned job hunter.
* Always have a great, fail-safe answer for even the most
difficult interview questions.
* Discover the secrets of the world's most successful
salespeople and how they can make you a superior job
interviewer.
* Have your references singing your praises.
* Get more and better job offers...and the simple phrase to
help you negotiate the best deal possible.
* The job-hunting pros and cons of today's technologies.
* Four disastrous social networking mistakes that will hurt
your job hunt and career.
2. Those of us in the career development field (along with
thousands of other regular readers) regularly follow Joyce
Lain Kennedy's Careers Now Chicago Sun-Times column
nationally syndicated by Sun Features. I am honored that she
made the following recommendation to her book club.
BOOK CLUB: "Don't Wear Flip-Flops to Your Interview: And
Other Obvious Tips That You Should Be Following to Get the
Job You Want " by Dr. Paul Powers (Career Press, 2015). Dr.
Powers, a psychologist, author and genuine career expert,
offers career advice that's proven and easy to use. I
especially like his take on psychological tests: "I've been
asked if you can or should try to 'fool' these tests. Generally
speaking, I'd say no. Although you can slant your responses

speaking, I'd say no. Although you can slant your responses
somewhat, the best tools have internal measures for
inconsistency, guessing or faking." And then Dr. Powers
suggests a success strategy to use when asked to take a
psychological assessment battery. Good book!"
3. Maybe you missed the recent article 11 Important Qualities
to Look for in Your Next Hire - in Business News Daily. For
those out there job hunting it's a strong reminder of what to
stress in your interview. It reads, in part:
Motivation
"Many folks can do, but nothing is more common than
talented folks who can do but don't. A very motivated person
with average skills will always outperform the very skilled
person with average motivation who expects great things will
just come his [or] her way." - Dr. Paul Powers, psychologist
and author, "Don't Wear Flip-Flops to Your Interview" (Career
Press, 2015).
LifeMap (sm) is about sharing the best information I can to
help you find a job you love and enjoy a career you find
genuinely rewarding.

Need Career Coaching?
The best investment you can make is in your career, your
future and yourself.
email drpaul@drpaulpowers.com

Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html
HOT OFF THE PRESS!
Don't Wear Flip-Flops to Your
Interview: And Other Obvious Tips
That You Should Be Following to Get
the Job You Want
Many thanks to all who helped make
it happen.

Have an issue or question you'd like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an email
to the email address listed below.

to the email address listed below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think will
enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com to
your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,
Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 941-681-2304
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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